
THE TOP FIFTY COMPUTER BASICS 
 
1. This is an example of: 
 a) the start page b) a Window c) the desktop d) the start menu 
 
2. The three items in this picture are: 
 a) Windows  b) folders  c) files  d) documents 
 
3. The red arrow is pointing to: 
 a) an American flag   b) the shut-down button  
 c) the start menu button   d) an icon 
 
4. In this picture, the red line is circling: 
 a) the sys tray    b) the start menu   
 c) the quick launch toolbar  d) open Windows 
 
5. The yellow arrows in this picture are pointing to: 
 a) the sys tray    b) the start menu 
 b) the quick launch toolbar  d) open Windows 
 
6. The yellow line is circling: 
 a) the sys tray    b) the start menu 
 b) the quick launch toolbar  d) open Windows 
 
7. This picture is showing a: 
 a) a Window  b) a folder  c) a file  d) a document 
 
8. The four items in this picture are: 
 a) icons  b) shortcuts  c) files  d) folders 
 
9. The three items in this picture with the blue arrow are: 
 a) icons  b) shortcuts  c) files  d) folders 
 
10. The area encircled by the blue line is: 
 a) a search bar    b) a toolbar     
 c) the java console    d) an address bar 
 



11. The area circled in green is: 
 a) a search bar    b) a toolbar    
 c) the java console    d) an address bar 
 
12. The items circled in orange are: 
 a) hints     b) drop-down menus  
 c) in alphabetical order   d) urls 
 
13. This is a picture of a: 
 a) monitor  b) cpu   c) hard drive  d) tower 
 
14. This is a picture of a: 
 a) monitor  b) cpu   c) hard drive  d) tower 
 
15. In this picture, the folders with the plus (+) signs in front of them are: 
 a) expanded  b) collapsed  c) positive  d) empty 
 
16. In this picture, the folders with the minus (-) signs in front of them are: 
 a) expanded  b) collapsed  c) negative  d) empty 
 
17. If you wanted to send an email to a bunch of people who did not know 
 each other, you would use which of the following fields: 
 a) From  b) To   c) CC   d) BCC 
 
18.  If you were going to send an email to only one person, which of the 
 following fields would you use? 
 a) From  b) To   c) CC   d) BCC 
 
19. In this picture, what does the circled paper clip represent? 
 a) save     b) insert 
 c) attach     d) merge 
 
20. Which of the following icons allows you to minimize a Window? 
 a) the underscore    b) the square   
 c) the “x”      d) none of the above 
 
 



21. This is a website viewed: 
 a) in Internet Explorer   b) in FireFox    
 c) in Opera     d) without a browser 
 
22. This is a picture of: 
 a) a router     b) a modem    
 c) an Ethernet switch   d) an external backup  
 
23. This is a picture of: 
 a) a router     b) a modem 
 c) an Ethernet switch   d) an external backup 
 
24. This is a picture of a plug.  Which kind?    
 a) RCA phono b) Ethernet  c) firewire  d) USB 
 
25. Items 1, 2, 3 and 4 are: 
 a) folders  b) files  c) tabs d) none of the above 
 
26. Which of the email addresses on the screen is not valid? 
 A   B   C   D 
 
27.   The “s” in this URL stands for: 
 a) Safe  b) Stealth  c) Secure  d) Secret 
 
28) The word in this URL which is underlined is the: 
 a) domain   b) extension  c) header  d) ISP 
 
29) The word in this URL which is underlined is the: 
 a) domain  b) extension  c) header  d) ISP 
 
30) The area encircled in green is the: 
 a) scroll bar  b) scroll tablet c) scroller  d) None of these 
 
31) This is a picture of: 
 a) an old record player  b) an external hard drive 
 c) an internal hard drive  d) a processor 
 



32) True  False  33) True  False 
 
34) True  False  35) True  False 
 
36) True   False  37) True  False 
 
38) A  B  C  D 
 
39) True  False  Maybe 
 
40) A  B  C  D  
 
41) A  B  C  D 
 
42) True  False  Maybe 
 
43) A  B  C  D 
 
44) A  B  C  D 
 
45) True  False  46) True  False 
 
47) True   False  48) True  False 
 
49) True  False   
 
50) A  B  C  D 
 
Bonus:   True  False 


